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Specifications

Package Dimensions 
9.13 x 7.2 x 2.24 inches
Item Weight 
1 pound
Batteries 
2 Lithium-Ion batteries
Ear Placement 
In Ear
Connectivity Technology
Wireless
Brand 
AudioRange

Introduction

The ITE-1000 In-Ear TV Headphones are the finest option for seniors with hearing loss caused by aging. The ITE-
1000 can simplify life with a lightweight design, features like a mic/sound amplifier and built-in microphone, and user-
friendly controls that are simple to set up and operate. The in-ear TV headphones ITE-1000 are a smart purchase.
There are two packaging options for the ITE-1000: Solo (one in-ear TV headphone) and Duo (two In-Ear TV
Headphones sets). Users and their loved ones can customize the volume level in the Duo package to suit their
needs. The headphones feature an eight-hour battery life, are simple to use, and work with all TV brands and
models.

A TV transmitter, a power adapter, replaceable earbuds, a balance screwdriver, an optical cable, an RCA cable, a
3.5mm cable, a rechargeable battery, and an instruction manual are all included with the ITE-1000 In-Ear TV
Headphones. The mic/sound amplifier on this premium listening gadget enables users to converse while still wearing
their headsets. The built-in microphone, which mutes the TV in your headphones and enhances the noises around
you, is another intriguing feature. Considering that the headphones have a wireless range of up to 100 feet, you are
free to wander about your house.



What’s In the Box?

Charging Station
Additional Headset
Replacement Batteries
Replacement ear tips
Charging Station for Nightstands & coffee tables
User Manual

QUALITY

Industrial plastic was used to make the ITE-1000 In-Ear TV Headphones, making them strong, light, and portable.
Additionally, AudioRange offers its clients a one-year limited warranty in addition to a two-year warranty on the
electrical and electronic parts of the product after the warranty period has passed.

ITE-1000 IN-EAR WIRELESS TV HEADPHONES: USE INSTRUCTIONS

The In-Ear TV ITE-1000 Unpacking and setting up headphones by yourself is simple. We advise taking out the TV
transmitter, TV headphone, power adapter, replaceable earbuds, balance screwdriver, optical cable, RCA cable,
3.5mm cable, replacement battery, and user manual from the box before initial setup to make things simpler. Charge
the headphones for the first time, giving them two hours. Next, set the headphones on the dock and plug the AC
adaptor into the transmitter. A charge light indicating the charge status should be visible on the front of the headset.
Third, find the TV’s audio hookups on its back. the remaining instructions in the user guide. to successfully complete
ITE-1000 In-Ear TV Headphones setup.

CRYSTAL CLEAR-SOUNDING WIRELESS TV HEADPHONES

Without disturbing others, hear your television clearly. Watching television with family and friends is much more
enjoyable thanks to these excellent-sounding wireless TV headphones for the elderly and the hard of hearing.
Includes 3 sets of specially curved earbuds for maximum comfort as you relax and watch your shows, 1 fast-charging
headset dock, and 1 wireless TV headset with a 130 dB maximum volume.

STREAMING, EASY SETUP, LIFETIME SUPPORT, AND COMPATIBLE WITH MOST TVS

No pairing, passwords, or difficult phone app setup is required. The majority of devices are compatible with these
wireless television headsets. To make these hearing amplifier headphones compatible with the majority of TVs,
digital optical and analog audio cables are included with every wireless TV headphone system. Even streaming
services like Netflix, Hulu, and Prime are compatible with it. You also get long-term customer service from a US-
based company with your purchase.

Fast-charging, an eight-hour battery life, and superior than Bluetooth

The elegant, quick-charging dock makes it quick and easy to recharge your wireless headphones while watching
television. It has an 8-hour battery life and is faster than Bluetooth. If you decide to purchase more than one, it has
spaces for two television hearing aids. Additionally, our wireless RF headphones have no audio lag, unlike Bluetooth
headphones. Additionally, you can adjust the volume of both your TV and headphones at the same time, and you
don’t need an app to do so.

CREAMY CLEAR SOUNDING WIRELESS TV HEADPHONES

Without disturbing others, hear your television clearly. Watching television with family and friends is much more
enjoyable thanks to these excellent-sounding wireless TV headphones for the elderly and the hard of hearing.
Includes 3 sets of specially curved earbuds for maximum comfort as you relax and watch your shows, 1 fast-charging
headset dock, and 1 wireless TV headset with a 130 dB maximum volume.

Frequently Asked Questions



Is the charging dock electromagnetic or are there pins? I had tv ears before and the pins snapped off
from putting it down too hard?
The charging dock features sprung metal contacts rather than pins. Please check out the videos on the page for
more clarity.
Can only the one using the tv remote for the hearing impaired hear tv?
I believe everyone is supposed to hear it. It’s just supposed to amplify the sound for those hearing impaired. I
will tell you that when I set it up I was the only one who could hear it. I’m not sure if it’s because of the way I
plugged it into my tv.
External amplifier instead of tv speakers. Will this product work? 
Our ITE-1000 Audio System will connect via the optical digital audio out connection. Make sure it’s
free/available and that your amplifier is not using this connection. It looks likes a square connection covered
with a plastic hinged door.  About 5% of the time TVs are not configured properly for headphone use so you
may need to go into the TV’s audio menu setting and change the Digital Audio Out format to “PCM”. If your
amplifier is using this optical connection, you could try moving the amplifier to a different TV connection such as
HDMI (ARC) to free us this connection.
How long does the battery charge last? How long does it take to fully recharge? 
Our replaceable batteries will provide approximately 8 hours of use and takes 1-2 hours to fully charge.
Is this used for just people taking back and forth to each other?
The ITE-1000 system is primarily designed to assist those with difficulty hearing TV audio by wireless
transmitting the audio from the TV (using the included base) to the headset. Each headset includes a secondary
microphone function that can be pushed on/off to function like a hearing aid.
Older Samsung digital audio goes to the soundbar. can the product be simultaneously used via L&R
audio outs? 
I use an optical splitter. This allows two devices to be connected via optical connection. If you have an optical
connection on your TV this will work.
Is this headset compatible with the Vizio 40-inch v series 4k UHD led hdr smart tv apple airplay and
Chromecast v405-h69-202? 
Yes, our wireless TV audio system is compatible with Vizio 40-inch v series 4k TVs. You may use the Audio Out
(Red/White) or Digital Audio Output. Please insure the connection is free and available. If using Digital Audio
Output, please update your TV’s audio format to PCM.
I need a set for the hearing impaired at our church will these work for that? I would be connecting to a
3.5 audio connection through our sound board output 
Our products will connect to a 3.5mm headphone connection. Due to the fact that the product operates on the
open 2.4gHz frequency band, there may be static depending on other radio frequency equipment that may be in
use at your facility. Use should not exceed 100ft from the base transmitter. One transmitter will support wireless
connections to up to 50 headsets
Use ir or rf for audio transmission to the headset? 
Our ITE-1000 Wireless TV Headset System operates using RF. The advantage to this versus IR is that you do
not need a direct line of sight to the base, the battery life last longer, and up to 50 units can be used with one
base. We have chosen RF over Bluetooth for the following reasons.  Our maximum range is 100ft vs Bluetooth
at 30ft. When Bluetooth devices are connected to the TV, the TV will shut off the TV speakers. Bluetooth
requires connecting to an app to make audio adjustments such as voice clarity and balance where we have
dials on our headsets.
I have two tv’s within range of each other. if i want to have both viewings simultaneously with headsets
can i order a single headset and two bases? 
We do not recommend using two or more ITE-1000 audio systems in close proximity to each other. We
recommend each base to be at least 25 feet from each other, otherwise, the bases may interfere with the
headsets’ ability to connect to a single base.
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